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Abstract
______________________________________________________________________________
Every user must agree with a cookie policy if they want to continue viewing a new web page. In most cases, users scan the
terms and click the button. However, they often know nothing about what a web cookie is, what advantages a web cookie
brings, and what a web cookie’s disadvantages are.
Every coin has two sides. Web cookies save users time and enhance their experience, but they may put users on a dangerous
path. A new cookie is created and stored on the computer every time users visit a new page. These cookies bring users
benefits but also difficulties. Because advertising companies use cookies to collect users' data and monetize it, and users are
unaware of it.
High-efficient webpages usually save users time and effort. On the contrary, digesting web cookie is a tough job for most
users. Thus users desire a comfortable and straightway to learn about a web cookie. Motion graphics represent best
approach to educate users. Clear and amusing illustrations in motion create resonances in audiences, attracting their
attention by depicting their past behavior in the motion graphic. Moreover, the design style should be natural and relaxed
but scientific because it is an educational animation. The motion graphic, virtual property, satisfies all the requirements
above.
Virtual property is the name of the motion graphic. Virtual property expands users' perspectives on web cookies while
informing users what advantages and potential risks cookies offer to users.
Keywords Motion graphic, Education, Web cookie, Virtual Property, Personal data

Introduction
______________________________________________________________________________
To enhance user experience, website operators install cookies on a webpage. However, different users have different
thoughts on web cookies. Some choose to overlook their existence as it is time-consuming to read the terms. While
many users like the convenience behind web cookies, others feel that web cookies invade their privacy. Still others
are concerned about the side effects of web cookies, and worry about how ad companies deal with their data. The
critical aspect is that ad tech companies are making money from users' data, but users are unaware of it.
This research address how often users read the cookie policy carefully, how many users have ever googled the
function of a web cookie, and whether a web cookie is dangerous.
This thesis will explore web cookies in details. A web cookie is also called an HTTP cookie, an Internet cookie, a
browser cookie, or a simply cookie. This thesis's outcome is a 2-3 minutes short animation that will expand users’
perspectives on web cookies. The name of the animation is Virtual Property. Virtual property tells users what
advantages a cookie provides, and the potential risks it causes.

Context
______________________________________________________________________________
Every time users view advertisements related to their web searches on social media, they start to question how social
media know what they are thinking. There is a typical case in daily life. If users search a pair of shoes on the
Internet, they will witness the same shoe advertisements in the next few days. People have the feeling that someone
is tracking them online. The documentary "The Great Hack," directed by Jehane Noujaim and Karim Amer, states
that Cambridge Analytical claimed to have 5,000 data points on every American voter regarding aspects including
user location, likes, web searches, and interactions. Through analyzing user behaviors, tech companies can, to some
extent, understand and influence psychological processes. Big data was applied to predict users' preferences, but
how could they collect users' data? There are many ways to achieve this goal, and web cookie is the most successful
approach.
Web cookies are the focus of this thesis. Four chapters tell the story of web cookies, explaining how web cookies
collect people’s data, track them, and present the trade between ordinary people and tech companies. This thesis
analyzes web cookies from many viewpoints, and help users to familiarize themselves with cookies while diminish
their concerns over them. Moreover, the final intention is to make users realize that data is property.
The challenging aspect is that we currently do not have a comprehensive and mature system to protect users' data.
Thus, it is necessary to provide users with valid and critical suggestions on building a shield for their data.
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With the development of Internet and its related devices, it is easier for people to access videos than ever before.
Thus, a motion graphic is an excellent means to convey knowledge and information to an audience.

Research
______________________________________________________________________________
To provide users with accurate knowledge, the author read and analyzed a considerable number of articles and
research reports. The support of scientific data makes the motion graphic more credible and acceptable. Visualized
data make the motion graphic professional and reliable as an audience needs official information rather than the
author’s feelings. The data in this motion graphic is mostly from a research report by Cookiebot ( a cookie and
online tracking consent solution). The name of this report is Ad Tech Surveillance on the Public Sector Web. In
order to make the research result understandable, the author visualizes it (figure 1).

Research Figure 1
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Script
______________________________________________________________________________
Based on the research and context above, there are four parts in the motion graphic. At first, the virtual property
reveals to users the definition of a web cookie. Second, the virtual property lists the advantages of web cookies.
Thirdly, the virtual property introduces the potential real-life risks. Finally, the author analyzes the current situation
and provides practical solutions. Below is the script (figure 2.1 & 2.2& 2.3 & 2.4).

Figure 2.1

Figure 2.2

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4
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Graphics
______________________________________________________________________________
Graphic design plays an essential role in communication between an artwork and its audiences. It drives audiences'
perceptions and thoughts and affects their emotions. To make the users fully grasp each graphic, the designer added
vital text in some frames. Thus, the critical point of graphic design is education.
Before starting the graphic design, the author did multiple sketches (figure 3.1&3.2). The author spent much time
figuring out the motion of each wireframe.
In all, there are six colors applied in the graphic design. They are all light colors except for the dark background
(figure 3.3). The atmosphere of the virtual property is comfortable and relaxing. Light colors make the audience
more relaxed and ready to enjoy the video. Although the author applied six colors in the graphics, there are only two
or three colors in each short animation. The reason is that simple graphics can usually express complicated
information powerfully.
Regarding communication, the virtual property builds a resonance between users and the story. The virtual property
illustrates some experiences that are familiar to the audience. For example, users try to find the masked identity but
fail (figure3.4). The designer describes a geometrical cartoon character wearing masks as hidden companies. The
virtual property also makes the audience laugh through some humorous illustrations. The typical one is that four
eyes are staring at one user's computer when he inputs some personal information (figure 3.5). The dynamic cartoon
eyes bring users happy moments. Moreover, the virtual property draws inspiration from common users behavior.
When a user meets a masked identity online, they ask Google for help (figure 3.6). The designer illustrates the same
behavior in cartoon style, which assists users in better understanding the problem.

Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.2

Figure 3.3

Figure 3.4

Figure 3.5

Figure 3.6
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Tell A Keyframe
______________________________________________________________________________
There are many short stories behind an animation. There are many keyframes behind a short story. There are many
elements behind a keyframe, and there are specific meanings behind each essential element. To make the animation
funny and intriguing, the author used the cute character icon to represent the masked tracking domain (figure 4.1).
Below are some keyframes explanations (figure 4.2&4.3&4.4&4.5).

Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4

Figure 4.5
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Motion Effects
______________________________________________________________________________
The virtual property attracts users' attention during the transition of different sections. In each short animation, the
application of animation principles magnifies visual effects.
There are several examples that indicate the application of 12 animations principles. In example 1, the author uses
"secondary action" to design the head icon's motion. One head icon runs along the trail and stops at different
stations. The primary action is the motion of the head icon, and the secondary action is the motion of shoes, love,
and the brand icon. In example 2, one ball runs along a circle to show a shopping cart. It adds the illusion of life to
the cart. In example 3, when the masked identity comes to a stop, his upper body moves in the same direction. This
is a follow-through and overlapping action. In example 4, the author utilizes "staging" to direct the audience's
attention to the change of emojis.
Example 1 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gBqC58DpiADK_-GeX_EYQ2rwN92K_mWY/view?usp=sharing
Example 2 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wQX_NRgTd-5IBjEa8Zbc0PTqRVpJZX3k/view?usp=sharing
Example 3 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eVjB79e43dCooj3l6RXn2Hxs3r515MkI/view?usp=sharing
Example 4 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M4br33GzQTAItWh4rdiZ2Zrxdo_5C8vV/view?usp=sharing

Testing
______________________________________________________________________________
To improve the quality of the motion graphics, the author designed a survey for the virtual property. The survey's
goal is to verify whether the audience can fully understand web cookies through this educational motion graphic.
The survey contains four questionaries. There are short animations and 3- 4 questions in each questionnaire. Testers
have to watch the video before answering the question. In total, there are 26 candidates taking the survey. There are
four questions in survey one, and seven people take the survey (figure 5.1). There are four questions in survey two,
and six people take the survey (figure 5.2). There are three questions in survey three, and seven people take the
survey (figure 5.3). There are four questions in survey four, and six people take the survey (figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.2

Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.4
Figure 5.3
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Evaluation and Discussion
______________________________________________________________________________

Figure 6

The overall result is positive. Most audiences can quickly understand the critical points of each chapter. The virtual
property has a significant influence on them and effectively explain web cookies. According to feedback, some
audience have begun to have new opinions on web cookies because of the virtual property. As you can see in the
information graphic designed by the author, the error rate is pretty low(figure 6).
In addition, some feedback revealed that the rhythm is somewhat rapid in chapters one and two. One tester pointed
out that the motion graphic and voiceover did not match in a specific section, and that audience therefore miss vital
information. In an early iteration (link 1), some audiences could digest valuable information as the graphic pace was
too rapid to be carefully understood. Therefore, the author adjusted the motion speed of the graphics, deleted the
unnecessary graphics, and added the critical text to some graphics to help audiences understand. The final animation
can be viewed in link 2.
Link 1: https://youtu.be/rWyASxUubyA
Link 2: https://youtu.be/KiUvwQW1Asw
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Body of Work
______________________________________________________________________________
Based on the survey result and feedbacks, the author adjusted and polished the animation. Compared to earlier
attempts, the newest virtual property overcomes the difficulty of understanding. Moreover, the structure is more
apparent, so the audience can understand each chapter's subject at the beginning of that chapter.
Chapter one : what is a web cookie?
When a user searches for a pair of shoes on a website, in the next few days, they will witness the same shoe
advertisement follow them around the web. How does this happen? Who is tracking them and collecting data? It is
an HTTP cookie, also called a web cookie, an Internet cookie, a browser cookie, or a simply cookie. An HTTP
cookie is a small piece of data sent from a website and stored on user’s computer. Cookies are designed to remember
information such as items added in a shopping cart in an online store, shipping address input in a profile andpayment
information.
The link to chapter one: https://youtu.be/zcGKs3yrDGM

Chapter two: Cookie Plus
Cookies record users’ browsing activity that includes clicking particular buttons, logging in, and recording which
pages were visited by a user. Based on the specific data sent back, ad tech companies like Google, Facebook, and
Twitter can monetize data by targeting users with advertisements. In return, users have unlimited free access to core
products such as Instagram, Messenger, Gmail, and Google maps. This kind of trade is a double win because users
can enjoy free services while ad tech companies make money from users’ data.
The link to chapter two: https://youtu.be/XbomQnWG-nE

Chapter three: Cookie Minus
Users realize that they are tracked but accept it. However, the negative aspect is that some ad tech companies are
extensively tracking users beyond basic ads, and vulnerable users are unknowingly being tracked. According to
research by Cookiebot, 89% of the official government websites of EU member states contain 3rd party ad tracking.
112 ad tracking companies are monitoring EU citizens across EU public sector websites, 52% of landing pages on
national health services contain 3rd party ad tracking, 82% of official EU government websites are harbouring
Google marketing trackers, 52 different companies track citizens on the French government website, and 63
companies track German citizens on a single public webpage about . Across both EU government and health service
websites, there are a total of 121 companies using trackers that send data to a total of 131 third-party tracking
domains. Ten of these companies actively mask their identities, because no website is hosted at their tracking
domains, and their domain ownership records are hidden by domain privacy services.
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The link to chapter three: https://youtu.be/GFUcXN2K17Q

Chapter four: Blueprint
The presence of masked tracking domains is unknowingly dangerous. It is not possible for a concerned user or
website operator to discover who they are. Moreover, it is hard for organizations to protect users data and privacy if
they do not control the accessibility to users’ data. Currently, we need the introduction of ePrivacy Regulation to
make the web a less intrusive experience for everyone. We need new laws to protect our intangible but critical
property: our personal data.
The link to chapter four: https://youtu.be/jqbJKU1O-SY

Conclusion
______________________________________________________________________________
In the aspect of visual design, graphics resonate with most audiences. All graphics are simple and clear. It is not a
challenging for audiences to understand the critical points of each short animation at first sight. In the aspect of
motion design, virtual property provides the audience with a positive experience. The updated animation is
professional and natural. In the aspect of education, the structure of the virtual and property is apparent. The
audience can control the chief points whenever they start watching the animation. The combination of graphics and
motion design pushes the success of the virtual property, and the virtual property conveys information concerning
cookies to audiences.
The author chose web cookies as a theme because a considerable number of users feel puzzled when talking about
cookies, but they exist everywhere in daily lives. The author hopes that all users can make full use of the advantages
of web cookies while not being controlled by them. That is the real meaning behind this educational motion graphic.
All users appreciate the convenience of web cookies since they provide efficient and enjoyable user experiences
than existed previously. They are the fruit of technology. However, users cannot deny that every coin has two sides.
There exist many illegal cookies and trackers that collect users' data. These illegal cookies send users data to
unknown companies, with potentially problematic results. The unfortunate aspect is that ordinary users even cannot
find their identities. Therefore, governments and citizens must build a feasible law to protect users' data, their virtual
property.
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